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Questions
• What are the functions of the é preverb in Potawatomi?

• What are its semantics?

Background

Algonquian Verbal Morphology

• Since Bloomfield (1946) , it has been commonly assumed that Algonquian verbs are grouped into
verbal "orders"

• Potawatomi is divided into three orders, each showing different inflectional morphology

1. Independent

2. Imperative

3. Conjunct

• Independent agrees forφ-features through the use of prefixes and suffixes (1). Imperative (2) and
Conjunct inflections (3) are only realized with suffixes

• Generally, the independent occurs in main clauses and the conjunct in subordinate clauses

(1) g=gi-nosé
2=PST-walk
You walked

(2) nosé-n
walk-IMP.2
(You) Walk!

(3) é-gi-nosé-yen
é-PST-walk-CONJ.2
(when) you walked...

The Conjunct

Plain Conjunct is a realization of the conjunct.

(4) Gishpen
if

gé
gé

kwé
woman

yawe-t
be-CONJ.3

w=gi-wjitmë-wan
3=PST-help-3’

ni
DEM

n=nénéyme-bnen
1=mother-PRET

é-wjanda-net.
é-cook-CONJ.OBV.3
And if it was a woman who came she helped my mother [deceased] when she cooked.

Changed Conjunct undergoes the Algonquian process of Initial Change (IC); Changed and Plain
conjuncts are distinguished by their phonological shape and distributions

(5) Nithëpi
when

ga-wabm-aygo
IC.PST-seeTA-1PL

When did we (incl) see him?

Participles are relativized clause forms of the conjunct, that also undergo IC

(6) naganzé-thêk
IC.lead-3PL.PTCP

The ones who are in the lead / leaders

(7) mathi-t
leave-CONJ.3
The ones who leave

É-CONJUNCT

(8) ttho
NEG

shna
EMPH

w=gi-gkende-si-n
3=PST-know-NEG-INAN

e-dzhema-yak
é-gossip-1PL.CONJ

He didn’t know when we were talking about him

(9) n=gi-wabm-a
1=PST-seeTA-3

o
DEM.ANIM

Mani
Mary

é-gi-gishpnena-t
é-PST-buy-CONJ.3

ni
DEM.OBV

wdabyan
car

I saw Mary buy that car

Preverbs and Inital Change

Preverbs

• Prefixal elements with fixed positions; no more
than one preverb surfaces in a single position

Initial Change

• A phonological process that affects the first
vowel of a word; the result helps to distinguish
Plain and Changed Conjuncts

Plain Changed
ë → é
o → wé
a → no change
é → no change
i → a
o → a

Table 1: Initial Change in Potawatomi
cf. (Costa 1996; Lockwood 2017)

Proposal
Þ Previous descriptions of the Potawatomi é- preverb are inaccurate and inadequate
Þ Particularly, é- is not a marker of factivity

,→ It does not presuppose the truth of the verb it is prefixed to

Summary
I Hockett and Welcher’s descriptions and analyses of é- are inaccurate
I I take particular issue with the proposal that é- is a factive or factive-like marker
I More analysis to come

Previous Analyses

Hockett

• Hockett claims that é- is a first-position preverb in narrative discourse

• It only co-occurs with conjunct verbs

• É- indicates events that have happened outside of reality

• It is a marker of the story telling style
Yet, there are plenty of examples of non-narrative instances of é-
Non-Narrative Discourse Uses of é-

• The é- preverb occurs in everyday speech

• Used to indicate subordination or embedding

• I do not restrict the é- morpheme to storytelling

Everyday conversation

(10) ė’démen
strawberry

gizes
moon

ė-gothêk
é-hang.CONJ.0

n=wi-dbeshka
1=FUT-fall.out

I will have a birthday in June

(11) w=gi-bodwé-wêk
3=FUT-build.fire-3PL

ė-wi-thibakwé-wat
é-FUT-cook.over.fire-CONJ.3PL

They built a fire so they could cook over fire

Prayer-like Language

(12) nadmëw-shen
help.TA-IMP.2>1

ė-wi-mbwaka-yan
é-FUT-be.smart-CONJ.1

Help me to be smart

There are other examples of the é- preverb in prayers and prayer-like language, but I am compelled
to not write it down

• Exploring the functions of the é-conjunct outside of narrative structure reveals different usages

• For more on the specific functions of the conjuncts and independent in narrative structure and
discourse, see Cyr (1991)

Welcher

• Welcher argues that é- is a factive-like morpheme

• All of her glosses for é- are in fact FCT, factive, as well

• She says that é- presupposes the proposition expressed by the conjunct verb is true, or at least
probable

• In other words, é-expresses non-hypotheticality

• The morpheme é- cannot be a marker of factivity since it does not actually presuppose the truth
of the embedded clause (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1968; Karttunen 1971)

• é- can force a non-hypothetical meaning, but Welcher’s description is not adequate
Examples without presupposition

(13) n=depénm-ëwa
1=depend.on-3

o
DEM.ANIM

Corinne
Corinne

e-wi-shëm-gwëyan
é-FUT-feed-CONJ.3>1

I depend on Corinne to feed me (lunch, since it is 12:15pm)

Factive Verb

(14) n=dewnén-dan
1=regretTI-0

ė-wi-mathi-t
é-FUT-leave-CONJ.3

I regret that she should leave

(15) n=gekén-dan
1=know-TI.0

i
DEM.INAN

wa-gishpnena-t
IC.FUT-buy-CONJ.3

ni
DEM.OBV

wdabyan
car

o
DEM.ANIM

Mary
Mary

I know that Mary will buy the car

Even though there is a semantically factive verb in the independent clause, there is no factive-
morpheme present where it is expected
Changed conjunct where é- is expected

(16) g=gekén-dan
2=know-TI.0

né
Q

gishpen
if

wa-byé-wgwén
IC.FUT-come-DUB

Do you know if he will come?

Future Work and Remaning Questions
• Building a formal analysis of the é- morpheme ⇒ what would a compositional meaning look like

for this?

• Would any analysis be accurate across Algonquian languages? Can an analysis be extended

• How will the description of the Algonquian aorist, which is a cognate of Potawatomi é-, weigh on
this analysis?

More Open Realms of Inquiry
M é- and modal da- occupy the same first position preverb slot; they cannot co-occur:

(17) *é-da-VERB

(18) *da-é-VERB

(19) 3 é-VERB

(20) 3 da-VERB

M Might looking at the relationship between é- and the modal da- give us a more fleshed out analysis?
M What is the relationship between Initial Change and é-? If é- is example of IC, and not Plain Con-
junct, then could an analysis unite the é-conjunct with the changed conjunct?
M Is the difference in function between Plain and Changed conjuncts easier to delineate if é- is IC?

Additional Findings from Welcher and Others

• Changed conjuncts are found in contexts of presupposition

• Plain conjuncts occur in hypothetical and irrealis situations

Plain Conjunct Clauses
î Purpose Clauses
î Reason Clauses
î Durative Clauses
î Iterative Clauses
î Universal Clauses
î Time-Cause Clauses

Changed Conjunct Clauses
î Complements to interrogative pronouns
î Complements to dubitative pronouns
î Within discourse connective counstructions
î Completive aspect ‘After-Clauses’ (Fairbanks
2016)
î ‘When’-Clauses

Unfamiliar Glosses
CONJ= Conjunct, OBV= Obviative, 3’= Obviate 3rd person, 12PL= Inclusive 1st person plural, IC=
Initial Change, ANIM= Animate, INAN= Inanimate, TA= Transitive Animate, TI= Transitive Inanimate,
AI= Animate Intransitive II= Inanimate Intransitive, 0=inanimate argument
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